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Traditional conceptions of security and the prevention of intrastate 
conflict have in many ways become less relevant to individual daily lives 
compared to threats from extreme weather, civil conflict, violent crime 
or rights abuses. Complex interconnections and porous borders mean 
that a threat to the security of those in a neighboring region is also a 
threat to those elsewhere. The prominence of these vulnerabilities calls 
for a rethinking of how we define a secure environment and has led to a 
discourse on human security. At the same time, humanitarian and 
government organizations are working with very scarce resources, 
multiple simultaneous crises and ever-increasing amounts of 
information to sift through. Given these conditions, AI-enabled tools, 
and the way they can handle and interpret vast amounts of diverse 
information quickly, have become of increasing interest to responsible 
parties focused on improving human security. How can AI help with 
improving human security around the world? Where might it exacerbate 
problems? And how can ethical frameworks help us to maximize 
positive impacts? These questions are explored in this research brief. 
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By the end of 2022, 108.4 million people worldwide had been displaced due to violence, instability and 

human rights violence (UNHCR, 2022). The physical and mental insecurity that accompanies displacement 

is unthinkable and is exacerbated by factors such as poverty, climate change and political tensions. 

Extreme weather is becoming increasingly common worldwide (IPCC, 2023), meaning finding resources 

to prepare for and react to these events has become a priority. Extreme wealth inequalities (Chancel et al., 

2021) leave many without access to basic needs, a violation of personal human rights and is a source of 

instability everywhere. 

At the same time, the world has become smaller in 

many ways, with information from all over the globe 

flowing into our homes, devices and public 

discussions at a rate previously unseen. The 

challenges humanity faces have also become 

increasingly intertwined, complex and dire. The 

combination of these facts means that daily threats 

to individuals worldwide are highly apparent to those 

beyond the borders of a given crisis. On the other 

hand, we are often confronted with too much 

information about too many crises to be able to react 

in an effective or logical way. 

The prominence of these vulnerabilities calls for a 

rethinking of how we define a secure environment. 

Traditional conceptions of security (i.e. based around 

borders or military strength) and the prevention of 

intrastate conflict have in many ways become less 

relevant to individual daily lives compared to threats 

from extreme weather, civil conflict, violent crime or 

rights abuses. Complex interconnections and porous 

borders mean that a threat to the security of those in 

a neighboring region is also a threat to those 

elsewhere. 

It becomes clear from these observations that 

traditional concepts of security are not necessarily 

the most, or at least not only, relevant concern for 

individuals. From this observation, a discourse on the 

concept of human security emerged. The diversity of 

threats we face daily, particularly those in developing 

or conflict-prone countries, is great and complex. 

Thus, we require innovative approaches for new 

ways to manage and promote human development 

and individual security. 

At the same time, humanitarian and government 
organizations are working with very scarce resources 
in terms of time, manpower and finances. They are 
confronted with multiple simultaneous crises, such as 
violent conflicts or natural disasters. Moreover, given 
the way technology is being used for population 
tracking, communication and supply management, 
agencies are being confronted with an ever-
increasing amount of information to sift through. 

Given these conditions, AI-enabled tools, and the 
way they can handle and interpret vast amounts of 
diverse information quickly, have become of 
increasing interest to those actors focused on 
improving human security (Beduschi, 2022; 
European Parliament, 2019). 

 

How can AI help with improving human security 

around the world? Where might it exacerbate 

problems? How can ethical frameworks allow us to 

maximize positive impacts? These questions are 

explored in this research brief. The following section 

outlines the concept of human security and justifies 

the focus of the brief. This is followed by an overview 

of where AI has the potential to play a role in 

improving human security with a focus on (1) the 

protection of civilians in war, (2) dealing with 

humanitarian disasters, (3) promoting human rights 

and (4) preventing and documenting mass atrocities. 

The ethical implications and potential negative 

impacts that need to be assessed are then 

discussed, and a way forward is suggested. 

What is Human Security 

Originating in the Cold War era, the concept of 

human security was brought to the forefront of 

discourse with the 1994 UN Human Development 

Report (UNDP, 1994), attributing “security with 

people rather than territories, with development 

rather than arms”. The concept continued to develop 

and be debated from this point on, but generally 

focused on a different approach to thinking about 

security. Instead of the traditional focus on protecting 

national borders and interstate power balances, 

human security focuses on threats to the individual. 

AI-enabled tools, and the way they can 

handle and interpret vast amounts of 

diverse information quickly, have become 

of increasing interest to those actors 

focused on improving human security. 

https://ieai.sot.tum.de/
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With the center of action and analysis placed on 

increasing security at the individual level, the 

prominence of different security threats emerges 

beyond traditional interstate warfare to be combated 

with arms, to include threats such as violent crime, 

forced migration and internal displacement, human 

rights violations, crimes against humanity, extreme 

poverty, the spread of disease or natural disasters. 

Moreover, these threats, or protection from threats, 

do not end at any specific border. This is particularly 

relevant given the transnational nature of major 

threats today and the transformative impact of the 

subject of this brief: AI. 

The concept of human security is often divided into 

two aspects (Hanlon and Christie, 2016): 

▪ Freedom from want 
▪ Freedom from fear 

Derived from President Franklin D. Roosevelt's “Four 

Freedoms” Speech1 and reinforced by the UN in 

1945 (UNDP, 1994), this categorization reflects a 

perception of positive and negative definitions of 

peace as well (Galtung & Fischer, 2013). A negative 

definition of peace focuses on the absence of 

violence (direct, cultural and structural) or, from an 

individual perspective, much of what encompasses 

the human security concept of “freedom from fear”. 

This narrower approach to human security focuses 

on protection from violence and fundamental rights 

abuses to individuals. 

Broadening the focus, we can identify positive 

definitions of peace: a state that enables 

development through cooperation, equality, equity 

and dialog. This goes hand in hand with the human 

security concept of “freedom from want”. Under the 

Universal Declaration of Human Rights, this is 

termed “the right to an adequate standard of living” 

(United Nations, 1948). It moves beyond physical 

protection as the benchmark of human security to 

include aspects closely related to our current 

sustainable development agenda, arguing that these 

are necessary prerequisites for anyone to be 

“secure”. To be certain, the concepts of freedom from 

fear and want are intricately connected, as they both 

build off of and enable each other. Similarly, Amertya 

 
Source Title Page Image: Maxim Hopman, Upsplash 
 
1See IEAI Research Briefs on AI and mental health, public 
health and the green deal: 

Sen argues for the need to see the interconnections 

between personal freedoms such as political, 

economic, social and protective, as we examine how 

they enable true “development” (Sen, 1999). 

 

While both aspects are key to creating real and 

comprehensive human security, this brief will focus 

on AI as it impacts freedom from fear. This is for two 

reasons. First, because of the wide range of topics 

that can be included under threats to freedom from 

want, it is simply beyond the capacity of this brief to 

effectively cover them all. Secondly, significant 

attention has rightly been paid to so-called “AI for 

Good” applications in healthcare, agriculture, 

education and environmental protection - the ethical 

considerations of which have been reviewed in 

several past IEAI Research Briefs.1 Thus, the 

remainder of this brief will focus on the potential and 

challenges to the use of AI in relation to threats 

against human security that relate to the right to 

freedom from fear. 

The Use of AI for Human Security as Freedom 
from Fear 

In this section, potential applications for AI use in four 

main areas related to the narrow definition of human 

security as “freedom from fear” are briefly explored. 

Namely, reducing human implication in conflict and 

war, reducing and managing humanitarian crises, 

protecting fundamental human rights and identifying 

and preventing mass atrocity crimes. While the 

section is organized around these use areas (type of 

https://www.ieai.sot.tum.de/publications-and-
reports/research-briefs/ 

Human security, in its broadest sense, 
embraces far more than the absence of 
violent conflict. It encompasses human 

rights, good governance, access to 
education and health care and ensuring that 

each individual has opportunities and 
choices to fulfill his or her potential  

-Kofi Annan, 2000 

.  

https://ieai.sot.tum.de/
https://www.ieai.sot.tum.de/publications-and-reports/research-briefs/
https://www.ieai.sot.tum.de/publications-and-reports/research-briefs/
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threat/crises), it may also be helpful to think about a 

categorization in terms of the purpose of tools used.  

Below we will see examples of AI-enabled tools use 

for: 

(1) Identification: examples include face 
recognition or automated detection of objects 
with aerial imagery. 

(2) Data analysis and pattern recognition: 
examples include sifting through vast 
amounts of diverse data to alert 
organizations to patterns of hate speech on 
social media, signs of famine, natural 
disasters or political instability. 

(3) Information distribution: examples include 
automated mapping of potential flood or 
rescue areas based on requests or chatbots 
that help refugees find information. 
 

It is important to note that regardless of the type of 

tool or its application area, the use should be to 

support human decision-making, not completely 

automate it. Blind use or misuse of AI-enabled 

systems can lead to the exacerbation of already dire 

or complex dynamics related to human security, 

examples of which will be touched upon later on in 

this Brief.  

• Reducing human implications of war: 

 

In discussions about the ethical implications of AI and 

automated decision-making, there has been 

consistent talk about the role of technology in conflict. 

Much of these conversations have centered around 

the use of automated weapons used by militaries to 

take out or inflict damage on adversaries. While 

certainly the misuse or inaccurate use of these tools 

is a direct threat to military and individual security, the 

conversations often overlook a key aspect of modern 

conflict: civilians are the major casualties in most 

conflicts (Nohle & Robinson, 2017).2 Thus, while 

considering the ethical use of AI in conflict, a more 

important focus might be on how it can be used to 

protect non-combatants and alleviate civilian 

 
2 Current major conflicts in Ukraine and Gaza speak to the 
fact that traditional military tactics and geopolitical concerns 
are certainly still alive and relevant in conflict, but they also 
exemplify the pronounced public and international concern 
over human security aspects of conflict: the extreme 
humanitarian crisis in Gaza for instance, or civilian suffering 
and flow of refugees to western Europe from Ukraine. 

suffering. Indeed, a clear ethical approach to AI use 

in military contexts or conflicts would be that it should 

only be used to avoid harm and not to inflict it. 

While civilians are, on occasion, directly targeted in 

conflict (see section below on human rights and 

atrocity crimes), much of the casualties are due to 

error. AI can help with unintentional loss through 

improved information at improved speeds to better 

target weapon deployment and battlefield decision-

making to protect non-combatants (Devitt et al., 

2023). This can be achieved for instance, through 

ensuring buildings targeted for military reasons are 

correctly identified (i.e., hospitals, schools or civilian 

shelters vs. military objectives) and that people are 

correctly categorized as military targets or civilians. 

These AI applications have the potential to aid 

decision-making for defining no combat zones or 

protected areas in complex and changing 

environments.  

The ability to process diverse and real-time 

information allows AI-enabled systems to improve 

the accuracy of these decisions. However, data bias 

is a major issue, as the distinction between civilian 

and non-civilian populations is hard to define and 

categorize, particularly in asymmetric wars. It is an 

issue that has been made clear in the supposed use 

of AI systems in the recent conflict in Gaza (Brumfiel, 

2023).3 These serious challenges will be discussed 

in more detail in the following sections. 

3 For instance, in the current bombardment of Gaza with the 
aid of an AI-system called the Gospel, some have argued 
that even though the system is claimed to have helped 
reduced civilian casualties, it also helps to justify the 
continued use of bombing without confirmed evidence about 
the accuracy in terms of preventing civilian casualties 
(Brumfiel, 2023). 

AI applications have the potential to aid 

decision-making for defining no combat 

zones or protected areas in complex and 

changing environments. 

https://ieai.sot.tum.de/
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• Dealing with humanitarian crises: 

 

While humanitarian crises can be man-made or the 

result of natural disasters, a human security 

perspective does not put the focus on the origin of the 

crisis, but on the similar threats they create to 

individual security. In these states of crisis, which we 

are tragically increasingly familiar with, information is 

murky and scarce, and decisions about severely 

limited resources have life-or-death implications. 

Thus, the capability for AI to speed up, clarify and 

inform decision-making under these stressful 

conditions has immense potential for impact. There 

are three distinct areas in which  this potential exists: 

preparedness, response and recovery (Beduschi, 

2022; European Parliament, 2019). 

The first area where AI-enabled tools have potential 

to be of increased use is in the early warning and 

preparedness phase of a crisis. There is potential 

for AI-enabled drones or automated processing of 

earth observation imagery to provide information that 

can predict or respond to things such as natural 

disasters much faster (European Parliament, 2019). 

“AI technologies have the potential to support 

humanitarian actors as they implement a paradigm 

shift from reactive to anticipatory approaches to 

humanitarian action in conflicts or crises (Beduschi, 

2022)”. This ability to anticipate crisis rather than 

react allows for faster movement of aid and more 

efficiency with resources, lowering human costs and 

suffering in crises. 

For example, the UNHCR, the UN’s refugee agency, 

developed Project Jetson to predict the displacement 

of people using machine learning and combine data 

science, statistics, qualitative research and design 

thinking (UNHCR, 2023). The International 

Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies 

(IFRC) uses ML-based techniques to “forecast 

extreme weather events, take early action, and 

thereby prevent human suffering”. Through this, they 

are able to rapidly and automatically allocate 

resources to geographical areas when a certain 

threshold is met in the forecast, allowing 

humanitarian aid to be put into action as efficiently as 

possible (IFRC, 2019). In a last example, the World 

Food Program is using AI-based tools to map 

expected food insecurities, combining “key metrics 

from various data sources – such as food security 

information, weather, population size, conflict, 

hazards, nutrition information, and macro-economic 

data – to help assess, monitor and predict the 

magnitude and severity of hunger in near real-time” 

(WFP, 2023). 

 

Response to and management of humanitarian 

crises is a second application area. In this phase, 

information dissemination is key. Applications such 

as semi-automated flood mapping, where “images of 

flood-prone areas are automatically downloaded and 

processed by machine learning algorithms to output 

disaster maps (…) allow for the implementation of 

live streaming mapping services triggered by direct 

partner requests or automatic activations.” These 

tools allow response teams to request information at 

faster paces to respond most effectively on the 

ground (UNOSAT & UN Global Pulse, n.d.). In other 

examples, AI techniques are used to gather 

crowdsourced and micro-level data to create maps 

for response in natural disasters or refugee areas 

(HOTOSM, 2023). 

Finally, AI tools have the potential to impact crisis 
recovery, where populations in protracted situations 
need long-term help in reestablishing familial links 
and basic services. For instance, chatbots can be 
used to gather information from those on the ground 
or answer tailored questions in real time to assess 
community needs. Often used until now in setting 
more related to sustainable development or 
“freedoms from want”, the potential applications for 
assessing needs or concerns in conflict or refugee 
areas are immense (ICRC, 2017). For instance, 
some chatbots are being used to help refugees 
integrate into their new host countries (Culbertson et 
al., 2019). Finally, there are multiple implemented 
applications using face recognition technology to 
help people find family members, particularly 
children, displaced from their homes, such as in large 
refugee camps (Hirani, 2022), or to manage access 
to services in refugee areas (Culbertson et al., 2019). 

This ability to anticipate crisis rather than 

react allows for faster movement of aid and 

more efficiency with resources, lowering 

human costs and suffering in crises. 

https://ieai.sot.tum.de/
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• Protecting human rights: 

 

In many ways, modern human rights bring together 

concepts from both freedoms from want and fear to 

codify these protections in law, thus, enabling human 

security. Human Rights can be, at a basic level, 

understood as “a basic set of guarantees that all 

individuals possess from birth” (Hanlon and Christie, 

2016). While the list of these guarantees is debated 

and involves normative discussions, we can 

generally think about human rights protections 

(freedom and equality before the law) and human 

rights realizations (entitlements such as the right to 

health care, food or education) as we consider where 

AI impact to human security in this respect (see IEAI 

Research Brief - Kriebitz, 2023).4&5 

If we think about entitlements, AI-enabled tools have 

immense potential to improve things such as the right 

to healthcare or education. As acknowledged at the 

start of the brief, the positive and negative impacts of 

AI on these issues have been outlined in many other 

IEAI research briefs, as well as the increasing 

literature on AI for Good. (Cowls, 2021; Vinuesa, 

2020). 

 

Considering protections or freedoms enabled by 

human rights, we could take the example of equality 

before the law and rights related to fair treatment. 

While examples of using AI to promote equal 

treatment are plentiful (in areas such as banking, 

hiring or social services), the use of AI in the justice 

system provides a particularly dramatic case in 

relation to human rights. 

 
4 The Universal Declaration on Human Rights gives a 

detailed overview of these rights (United Nations, 1948). 
5 It is important to note that AI also has the potential to 
threaten human rights without proper governance in place. 
Kriebitz (2023) categorizes these threats within (1) purpose, 

AI-enabled tools are already playing a role in the 

justice system, including predictive policing, bail, 

parole and sentencing recommendations (Bagaric et 

al., 2021). Their use has been heavily criticized with 

good reasons related to the overreliance of judges or 

police on systems that have displayed inherent bias 

(Angwin et al., 2016; Buolamwini & Friedman, 2024) 

or lack of inclusiveness in their design (Okidegbe, 

2021). While the challenges of bias will be further 

elaborated upon in the next section, it is important to 

note already here that the use of these type of AI 

systems can create adverse impacts on procedural 

rights specifically. The case of predictive policing, for 

instance, is not only problematic from the perspective 

of equality before the law, but also from the 

standpoint of privacy and the presumption of 

innocence. 

On the other hand, some scholars argue that 
algorithms are actually less biased than judges 
themselves toward certain populations, questioning 
whether improvements in, but not the elimination of, 
bias is enough to call an AI system “ethical” (Bagaric 
et al., 2021). Moreover, IF continuous human 
oversight, transparency and data bias detection 
mechanisms are better employed, there are 
potentials for AI to help with inefficiencies in the legal 
system that leave people waiting unreasonable 
periods for bail or parole, for instance, or by actually 
reducing opportunities for human bias in decision-
making. 

Thinking about other application areas, AI-enabled 

tools have been demonstrated to help decision-

makers arrive at ethical decisions, for instance, in the 

context of healthcare (Meier et al., 2022). With efforts 

to reduce the known bias in data, similar tools could 

be key in the justice system, again given proper 

human-in-the-loop mechanisms for oversight, such 

as incorporating explainable AI techniques. 

Moreover, tools that enable the detection or 

prevention of human rights violations have the 

potential for impact. This could include the 

development of automated detection systems for 

monitoring violations of political rights or self-

or the possibility that the goal of the AI system is to threaten 
human rights, (2) process, related to the opacity of AI 
systems and the rights of those affected by the process and 
outcomes, or (3) the idea that decisions made may violate 
the human rights of those impacted, particularly in relation to 
discrimination of certain groups. 

Some scholars argue that algorithms are 

actually less biased than judges themselves 

toward certain populations, questioning 

whether improvements in, but not the 

elimination of, bias is enough to call an AI 

system “ethical” 

https://ieai.sot.tum.de/
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determination, such as scraping social media data for 

evidence of restrictions on freedom of expression or 

monitoring voting violations to bring public attention 

to them in real time (and hopefully correct for them) 

(P, Simoes, & MacCarthaigh, 2023). Current 

research undertaken by the Alan Turing Institute6, for 

instance, supports this view and points to the 

potential of due diligence of AI for human rights. 

Other relevant examples include the most dramatic 

category: the context of mass atrocity crimes. It is 

this, in particular, that we turn to next. 

 

• Identifying and preventing mass atrocity crimes: 

In international law, a clear distinction between 
international humanitarian law and the identification 
of atrocity crimes and human rights is matter of 
debate. In many cases, they cover similar matters 
(United Nations, 2011). Nonetheless, understanding 
where AI may interact with these crimes, in particular, 
is a worthwhile exercise. The Global Center for the 
Responsibility to Protect identifies four mass atrocity 
crimes: genocide, war crimes, crimes against 
humanity and ethnic cleansing (Center for 
Responsibility to Protect, 2018).  

Regardless of the crime, AI generally has the 
potential to play a role in automating the detection of 
circumstances ripe for committing atrocities. For 
instance, through monitoring online behavior and 
social media posting, AI could quickly comb through 
vast amounts of information to detect worrisome 
trends, such as hate speech aimed at inciting 
violence, persecution or genocide of a certain 
population. Quick identification allows for earlier 
intervention, deletion or counter speech7 of inciteful 
posts or enhanced situation monitoring (Adams, 
2020). 

 
6 https://www.turing.ac.uk/ai-human-rights 
7 The IEAI project Personalized AI-Based Interventions 
Against Online Norm Violations: Behavioral Effects And 
Ethical Implications and related research brief looks at 
effective mechanisms for counter speech in the context of 
hate speech (Cypris et al. 2022). 

Moreover, while still facing technical hurdles; AI-

assisted earth observation has the potential to 

improve the detection time of spotting and reacting to 

major population movements emblematic of forced 

displacement or people fleeing mass atrocities.8 It 

could also be used for surveillance of well-known 

potential perpetrators or to sift through extensive 

documentation for patterns of abuse to document 

and prosecute crimes (Hao, 2020; Milard and Smith, 

2021). 

Clarifying Threats from AI to Human Security and 
Ethical Considerations  

The concept of human security and the related 

threats it prioritizes is an ethical exercise at its core. 

Are there universal considerations that bring us 

together as humans and look beyond the 

geographical and political borders that make us 

“different” from each other? Does a threat to my 

neighbors’ physical security or human rights 

represent a threat to my own? If these answers are 

yes, how do we change our values and/or priorities 

to improve security for all? Answering these 

questions and deciding how to prioritize threats and 

resources requires an evaluation of tradeoffs and 

understanding relevant ethical principles. 

The last section discussed the potential for different 

AI applications to advance human security, largely 

covering principles related to promoting rights and 

doing “good”. In this section, highlighted concerns or 

challenges with AI use for Human Security are 

organized around ethical themes often identified in AI 

ethics analyses.9 While there are too many examples 

to touch on all potential challenges, through this 

process, we can begin to think about the tradeoffs 

between the priorities that emerge under a human 

security approach. 

8 This idea was conceived in the context of the mass 
atrocities in the Sudan in 2010, researching ways to provide 
real-time information on potential crimes being committed 
using satellite data (Enough Project, n.d.). 
9 Building off of well-known frameworks from the OECD 

(2023) and UNESCO (2021), for instance.  

AI generally has the potential to play a role in 

automating the detection of circumstances 

ripe for committing atrocities. 

https://ieai.sot.tum.de/
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• Safety, privacy and prevention of harm:  

 

In using any AI application, safety and prevention of 

harm must be considered. This can include an AI 

system functioning incorrectly or being misused, as 

well as intentional or unintentional impacts that 

adversely affect users and their environment. When 

thinking about the narrow definition of human 

security, as individual protection from harm and acute 

rights abuses, conflict settings are front and center in 

terms of where threats may occur and are a clear 

space where threats to safety, in particular, may 

result from misuse of AI-enabled tools. 

The use of AI in conflict settings has long been 
contentious, as many argue that lethal automated 
weapon systems (LAWS) or AI-based decision-
making systems that result in military-initiated killing 
should be a red line (Asaro, 2012; Wareham & 
Goose, 2016). In framing the discussion around the 
concept of human security, one has to think about the 
often more prevalent unintentional impacts of 
automated systems in conflict zones (civilian 
casualties), not only intentional and automated 
deployment of weapons for military targets. To this 
end, in terms of ensuring safety in using AI at its most 
dramatic level, it is clear that AI should only be used 
in conflict settings to avoid harm, not inflict it. The risk 
of misuse and mistakes (that are amplified by the 
possible biases that will be expanded below) is too 
high. 

Moving beyond the clearer idea of “do no harm”, 

Devitt et al. (2023) argue for a “minimally-just ethical 

machine or “MinAI” … (that) could deal only with what 

is ethically impermissible. That is, MinAI could make 

“life” decisions. This includes tasks like identifying 

protected areas or objects that militaries should 

avoid. If an AI-enabled system can more accurately 

or quickly identify these symbols or areas compared 

to a human, there is potential for reductions in threats 

to civilians. 

Another issue related to harm prevention is privacy. 

There is a lack of standardization within the 

humanitarian community about data use and privacy. 

Additionally, many humanitarian organizations may 

be low on resources to devote to concerns such as 

data protection or AI impact assessments 

(Culbertson et al., 2019). Moreover, Beduschi 

(2022), for instance, discusses “surveillance 

humanitarianism”. This implies an over-surveillance 

that many populations enduring humanitarian crises 

face, often without their consent (or ability to refuse 

the releasing of data). Face recognition may help 

unite families in camps or make service access more 

efficient. On the other hand, refugees or other people 

trapped in crisis are vulnerable in ways that make the 

idea of informed consent for submitting personal data 

tricky. If access to safety zones or emergency 

services is contingent on being exposed to data 

collection or AI-based observation, refusal to be 

monitored is not a realistic option. Children or 

traumatized populations also require different 

considerations for consent to make sure it is given in 

a truly informed way. 

A related ethical challenge to privacy and safety is 

the misuse of AI-enabled tools. For instance, some 

agents might use AI as a means to deliberately 

violate human rights (Kriebitz & Lütge, 2020), as was 

mentioned earlier in use of technologies at the 

expense of minorities and vulnerable groups in 

crises. In this case, the misuse (i.e. to strategically 

suppress speech or voting) is and should be a major 

concern. 

When speaking about atrocity crimes, the misuse or 

intentional use of AI-enabled technologies to actually 

contribute to or even enable mass atrocities also 

cannot be overlooked. Milard and Smith (2021) have 

looked at the potential for AI use specifically within 

the 10 stages of genocide (Fig. 1). The early stages 

outline the increasing intensity of creating an “us vs. 

them” mentality or solidifying a “different group” that 

can then be dehumanized in order to be easily 

persecuted. While AI has the potential to detect 

group dehumanizing behavior, it also can play a role 

in exacerbating, deepening or speeding up this 

process.  

In terms of ensuring safety in using AI at its 

most dramatic level, it is clear that AI should 

only be used in conflict settings to avoid 

harm, not inflict it. 

While AI has the potential to detect group 

dehumanizing behavior, it also can play a 

role in exacerbating, deepening or 

speeding up this process. 

https://ieai.sot.tum.de/
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The spread of information through AI-enabled 

algorithms on social media may contribute to 

misinformation waves or create an environment 

where an individual user perceives opinions to be 

converging, normalizing discrimination and 

enhancing polarization. AI tools can also be used to 

create deep fakes that support a storyline of 

“otherness” or perceived threats from a categorized 

group. Moreover, automated social media bots or 

other applications could be similarly targeted to 

deliberately spread misinformation about minority 

groups with the aim of exploiting tensions in a region, 

something companies and governments have the 

responsibility to monitor and combat (Adams, 2020). 

In terms of moving from polarization to the later 

stages of genocide aimed at preparing for and 

implementing violent persecution, AI-enabled 

surveillance is a particularly worrisome application. 

For instance, the Chinese tech company Huawei has 

drawn attention in recent years for indicating the use 

of their face recognition technology specifically for 

identifying people from the Uighur minority, a group 

targeted for persecution in China (D’Alessandra & 

Gildea, 2022; Kelion, 2021). AI-enabled application 

for smartphone monitoring have been used to track 

suspicious behavior of “othered” groups in China as 

well (Human Rights Watch, 2019).  

Such application cases need therefore to be seen in 

a wider context of other policies or measures that 

target specific minorities, for instance the mass 

incarceration of ethnic minorities. The same applies 

also to atrocities committed in wars. Here, AI guided 

missile strikes could be coordinated in a way which 

inflicts more causalities for civilians or which leads to 

the deliberate displacement of individuals in the 

context of ethnic cleansing, whether intentional or 

due to data bias. AI-based technology that 

intentionally targets ethnic or minority groups for 

identification or attack has worrisome potential to 

speed up genocide or ethnic cleansing. 

All of these examples are related to a general caution 

about using tools that work well in one scenario for 

another purpose. For instance, AI tools that gather 

information quickly to assist with crises (such as 

refugee movement or expected needs, damage to 

buildings or identification of safe zones) may work 

well for events such as natural disasters, but this 

does not mean we can automatically apply it to, for 

instance, combat zones.  

In a politically generated crisis, we must be more 

careful about how information may be used, as there 

could be military or political incentives to use data to 

attack civilian groups, promote genocidal activities, 

delay relief to certain areas or deliberately alter 

information to create confusion. For example, an AI-

enabled face recognition tool may help with 

organizing humanitarian assistance in a refugee 

camp. If, however, the refugees are related to 

political crisis, these tools also have the potential to 

be misused by governments or political groups to 

accelerate the identification of members of an 

opposition or a discriminated against an ethnic group. 

AI applications that monitor population movements 

may help humanitarian workers anticipate the 

amount and location of need, but they may also help 

armed groups track potential targeted groups. Thus, 

 

We must be careful about how information 

may be used, as there could be military or 

political incentives to use data to attack 

civilian groups, promote genocidal 

activities, delay relief to certain areas or 

deliberately alter information to create 

confusion. 

The 10 Stages of Genocide 

(1) classification 

(2) symbolization 

(3) discrimination 

(4) dehumanization 

(5) organization 

(6) polarization 

(7) preparation 

(8) persecution 

(9) extermination 

(10) denial 

Figure 1: 10 Stages of Genocide (Stanton, 
1996) 
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agreement about use, data governance and security 

will be key in these settings. 

• Fairness and accountability: 

 

Another challenge, even if safety, misuse and privacy 

considerations are made, is the AI systems' accuracy 

and fairness in promoting human security. As with 

many AI-enabled systems, if biased or inappropriate 

data is used to train a system, the results, 

suggestions or decisions made by the system will 

reflect this inaccuracy and biases. Several specific 

issues occur with respect to this. 

One is the definitional bias problem. Meredith 

Whittaker alluded to an example of this is an 

interview in 2023. If we were, for instance, to build a 

tool to predict genocide, we first must ask questions 

about how to define genocide and what data reflects 

this definition. Approaching these questions without 

appropriate thought could change or even 

exacerbate the problem (Perrigo, 2023). Over-

prediction results in loss of resources or unwarranted 

surveillance of a group, and under-prediction could 

have dire consequences and human suffering. 

A second problem has to do with historically biased 

data. If one were, for instance, to use AI to predict 

effective aid distribution, this would necessarily be 

based heavily on historical data on who received aid 

or what aid distribution looked like in the past. 

However, this would not necessarily be fair or 

effective for the current situation. Other factors would 

have to be incorporated, drawing on contextual 

expertise or experiences of different stakeholders 

(Beduschi, 2022). 

As also described in the section on human rights 

abuses above, historical bias against people from 

certain races or ethnic groups in judicial or policing 

systems, for instance, would result in training an AI 

system on biased data, leading to discriminatory 

results affecting certain groups that share 

characteristics amplified in the data. This can 

maintain or even exacerbate already unjust systems. 

Another example would be the use of face 

recognition for refugee access to services. These 

systems have been criticized for having a significant 

racial bias, again because of the data they were 

 
10 For more on this topic, see the IEAI interview from 2022 

with Manuel García-Herranz of UNICEF -

trained on (Buolamwini & Gebru, 2018). This could 

lead to misidentification for certain groups, 

sometimes limiting their access to services, or in 

more dramatic cases, such as with the case of the 

Uighur in China or the use by police in the US, false 

arrests or detainment. 

This relates also to the third problem of 

geographically biased data. While there is 

tremendous potential to use AI-enabled systems in 

conflict and humanitarian crises to protect human 

rights or monitor and deter mass atrocities, many of 

these systems will be developed or designed outside 

of the region where they intend to be used. 

 

 

A lack of relevant data or a lack of concern about 

collecting local data will result in AI-based tools 

working better in some locations than others. This is 

unjust when it means that victims of an earthquake or 

other disasters are able to rely on advanced tools in 

somewhere like California, but not in Afghanistan. It’s 

also unjust that civilians in a conflict zone in Eastern 

Europe are able to be better protected than those in 

Somalia because they had more accurate AI systems 

assisting crisis response efforts. One example of this 

comes from AI-based identification of earth 

observation data. Schools or hospitals may look very 

different in African countries compared to where the 

AI tools are trained. If developers do not take this into 

account and emphasize combining training data with 

ground truthing, the systems will be less effective for 

identifying non-military objects in conflict zones 

where they could perhaps make the most effective 

impact for humanitarian relief.10 

Moreover, given the complexity of the environments 

where threats to human security are occurring, as will 

https://www.ieai.sot.tum.de/wp-
content/uploads/2022/05/Reflections-on-AI-Ethics_Manuel-
Herranz-FINAL.pdf 

While there is tremendous potential to use 

AI-enabled systems in conflict and 

humanitarian crises … many of these 

systems will be developed or designed 

outside of the region where they intend to 

be used. 

https://ieai.sot.tum.de/
https://www.ieai.sot.tum.de/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/Reflections-on-AI-Ethics_Manuel-Herranz-FINAL.pdf
https://www.ieai.sot.tum.de/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/Reflections-on-AI-Ethics_Manuel-Herranz-FINAL.pdf
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be discussed more in the next section, accountability 

for ensuring fairness and misuse becomes a cloudy 

but important discussion point. While some larger 

organizations, such as UNICEF, may have data 

science teams building tools in-house, many 

organizations will be users of tools developed by 

outside technology companies. Responsibility for 

appropriate data gathering and training, as well as for 

protecting against misuse, is a conversation that 

stakeholders need to have in these scenarios. 

• Inclusion, oversight, and transparency: 

 

Empowerment is a cross-cutting issue between 

freedom from want and fear. AI and other 

technologies can enable feelings of empowerment. 

Still, without consideration, they can also leave 

people with feelings of worry or uncertainty about 

what is going on in their environment and if they have 

any control over how technology is used around 

them. This makes inclusion, transparency and 

oversight vital considerations for effective and ethical 

AI use.  

As the brief has shown, human security threats are 

complex and often unstable. This means the 

stakeholders involved may be diverse in terms of 

language, age, sensitivities and technological 

awareness (Culbertson et al., 2019), and they may 

be changing throughout a given crisis. This creates a 

challenging environment in terms of inclusion and 

oversight of AI-enabled technologies. Moreover, 

children or traumatized populations may require 

different attention or considerations in the inclusion 

process. 

 

To deal with the challenges of inclusion, as well as 

privacy and consent, and to increase knowledge for 

stakeholders about where and when it might be 

beneficial to employ AI, UN-based scientists have 

suggested expanding the society-in-the-loop 

algorithm concept. This concept of embedding the 

general will into an algorithmic social contract would 

allow for “both humanitarian responders and affected 

populations to understand and oversee algorithmic 

decision-making that affects them” (Oroz, 2017). 

Increasing inclusion, in this sense, not only makes for 

more ethical AI, but if stakeholders are brought in on 

the information sharing and development, there is 

also a higher likelihood that tools will be accepted, 

useable and beneficial once deployed. RAND 

analysts have also advocated for and introduced 

inclusion mechanisms through surveys (for instance 

with refugee populations) of what tools are actually 

working and where (Culbertson et al., 2019). 

Final Thoughts - A Human Security Approach to 
AI 

The challenges related to improving human security 

explored in this Brief remain immense and require a 

collective effort to promote development and peace 

worldwide. Whether it be the threat of conflict, natural 

disaster, enduring poverty or unjust treatment, 

defining the threat through the lens of individual 

insecurity and suffering can inform our response to it. 

AI has tremendous potential to help under-resourced 

organizations provide desperately needed services. 

Used correctly, it could support decision-making or 

reduce biases in protecting civilians and their human 

rights. There is, however, a sincere need for human-

in-the-loop processes that guard against bias, harm 

and lack of inclusion in developing and deploying 

these tools. This means that AI is developed with 

mechanisms for human monitoring and input 

throughout the tool’s lifecycle and that is aids rather 

than automates decision-making. 

To be sure, there is a strong and continuous 

relationship between individual security and 

collective security. But a human security approach 

allows us to dissect this relationship and think beyond 

the traditional players and borders that have long 

defined the international security regime. The 

concept reminds us that regardless of nationality, the 

basic needs that define our day-to-day lives are the 

same and should be an intrinsic right for everyone. 

This way of thinking could help advance an approach 

to AI governance as well. Rethinking how we define 

the “players”, how we think about governance 

beyond the concept of borders and how we consider 

and prioritize AI risk as it affects individual security 

and the day-to-day flourishing of communities can 

create insights into how we approach governing the 

use of AI. 

The stakeholders involved may be diverse 

in terms of language, age, sensitivities and 

technological awareness and they may be 

changing throughout a given crisis. 

https://ieai.sot.tum.de/
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